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A/ Introduction
The Sensitization and Cleanup Campaign in the community of Gutter is an offspring
of the Small Islands Developing States Youth Conference “Youth Visioning” held in
Mauritius in January 2005. Its primary aim was to get youth involved in the
development of their communities.
The focus of this project was to sensitize the village of gutter on their
improper garbage disposal habits and to assist them to play their role in keeping it
clean. This community is found in the parish of St. George on the outskirts of the
capital city Roseau. It has a population of about 1500 persons with more than half
unemployed. It can be described as a Ghetto.
The overall response to the project was quite encouraging, from the
participation in the workshops which tapered to the cleanup of the ravine. The best
attended activities were by far the children’s workshop, which months later continue
to bear fruit and the heavy garbage day. It is strongly recommended that these
activities be repeated. Funding options are being explored towards this end; possible
contribution from villagers, from the Alliance Française and from Dominica Youth
Environment Organisation Inc.
The effectiveness of the activity would normally be judged from the amount
of garbage found in the ravine, after a month period, it must be noted however that
this is not entirely reliable as it has been observed that storm drains from
neighbouring hamlets feed the ravine in question. Actual evidence is more
conspicuous; increased use of the bin provided, persons taking the initiative to clean
their immediate surroundings and a few children are less inclined to litter. The entire
project can be said to have been a success for if one person was inspired to change his
attitude towards the disposal of garbage then the fight towards a clean environment
has gained ground.
This report gives an overview of the different activities; a financial outline
accompanied by photographs, media coverage and publicity documents of each
activity.
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B/ ACTIVITIES

DISTRIBUTION OF FLYERS
Flyers informing persons of the various activities were widely distributed throughout
the community no less than one week preceding each event. Members of the Gutter
Improvement Committee were instrumental in their distribution as well as keeping
persons abreast on what was taking place. A young man from the community was
given a stipend to have them posted up in various shops and bars in the community as
these facilities are widely used, as well as on electric poles, walls and other surfaces
in the community. An average of 25 flyers was printed per activity. A copy of each
flyer is appended in the annex. Posters from the Dominica Solid Waste Management
Corporation were also used in the sensitization drive. Please refer to the financial
report for all cost related information.
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WORKSHOP
A two day work shop for 8-11 year olds was organized. Its primary objective was to
assist young persons to make informed decisions in the matter of proper garbage
disposal. Held at the Gutter Community Centre from 9am to 1pm on Thursday 25th
and Friday 26th August 2005 there were 45 and 50 participants respectively along with
five adults present on each day. Facilitated by Mrs Marvo Didier-Samuel with Mr
Jeno Jacobs- PRO of the Dominica Solid Waste Management Corporation- as guest
speaker it was presented in two parts: 1) appreciation of one’s natural habitat, 2)
playing one’s part to keep the environment clean. On both days the hall was decorated
with slogans such as “Take pride in a clean Dominica, do not litter” and “Stop! Think!
Where is my rubbish going to end up? Act!”. The program was as follows:
Day 1 (Thursday 25th August)
Under the theme “Would you throw rubbish on a beautiful lady?” derived from
Dominica’s indigenous name – Waitukubuli- which means tall is her body, the first
day was focused on identifying Dominica’s natural features, fostering an appreciation
of the island’s unique attributes and finally instilling the idea that everyone one has a
part to play to keep it clean and beautiful.
A DVD clip was used to feature the island’s beauty before discussions began.
This placed participants in a frame of mind conducive to wanting to play their role in
safe guarding the island’s natural resources. They were equipped with simple yet
concrete means of doing this such as:
-

not littering as well as discouraging others from littering
closing the tap while brushing
turning off electronic appliances when not in use (eg. TV, computer)
the difference between biodegradable garbage and non biodegradable
garbage and how they should be disposed of.

Mr Jeno Jacob of the Dominica Solid Waste Management Corporation spoke
to the children on proper garbage disposal practices during the second half of the
session. He explored the idea of separating garbage before disposing and practicing
composting. The role of the Dominica Solid Waste Management Corporation and the
importance of adhering to the laws governing proper garbage disposal were
fundamental parts of his presentation. Participants were then placed into groups and
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asked to produce flyers which depicted proper garbage disposal practices as well as
ways in which they could play their part.

Day 2 (Friday 26 August)
After a brief review of the past day’s topic, the focus was placed on the final
destination of one’s garbage and the futility of the phrase “out of sight out of mind”.
Once again taking into consideration the attention span of young persons a short video
clip was shown featuring garbage littering the marine ecosystems, the community and
sea shore nearby where persons often go to bath. The fact that garbage does not
disappear and go away as long as we cannot see it and that its improper disposal
causes a chain reaction which is detrimental to man’s future, was impressed upon
them.
Participants were then placed in groups, given issues based on what was
discussed and asked to present them in creative ways through play acting. A few of
the themes were:
-

educating others on proper garbage disposal – preserving water – littering.

-

Discouraging improper garbage disposal

-

Give alternatives to throwing out garbage (composting, separating
garbage)

The workshop continued with a session on climate change, - the role improper
garbage disposal and by extension pollution has on the natural environment.
Participants were brought up to speed on current climate issues which affect and will
affect our island and the world such as: global warming, greenhouse gases and the
greenhouse effect.
The day ended with a general quiz to ascertain how much of the information
participants had grasped during the two days and the distribution of participation
certificates.
(Please note that Mr Jeno Jacob was absent during the second day’s session.)
Participants were interviewed by various media houses and they were
unanimous in their appreciation of the workshop.
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POWERPOINT PRESENTATION
On the 7th of September from 7pm a PowerPoint presentation was held in the
community square to a public of about 100 persons (adults and children). They haled
not only from the community but neighbouring ones as well. Bearing in mind that the
primary focus of the campaign was to curb the disposal of garbage in the ravine found
on the perimeter of community which leads directly to the sea, emphasis was placed
on the consequences of such action, namely the destruction of marine life and the
consequent loss of income (fishing). This approach was also chosen as we believed
that villagers would better relate to the subject at hand. A brief yet concise
explanation was given beforehand on the life cycle and patterns of various sea
creatures and the delicate balance which governs their lives. A combination of
graphics and text were used in a manner which encouraged rapid comprehension even
by those who were illiterate.
The presentation was done by Mr Terry Raymond, National Coordinator of the
Dominica Youth Environment Organisation Inc.
It must be noted that requests have since been forwarded to DYEO for the
presentation of this production in other communities where identical garbage disposal
issues are experienced. One such presentation has been held in the south-easterly
village of Grandbay.
Included with this report is a copy of the presentation for your perusal.
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HEAVY GARBAGE DAY
One of the highlights of the project, heavy garbage day or rather the collection of
white goods was well received. On September 24th from 9am residents from the
community brought out all loose debris and old appliances from their homes and
yards and placed them along the main road for curbside pickup. The community
turned out in large numbers (about 150 - almost every household threw something
away), not only to get rid of their white goods but also to volunteer their assistance to
load and unload the truck. It was amazing to see the quantity of “rubbish” people store
at home. It took a 4 cubic yard truck five (trips) to get rid of it all. Carded to end at
one pm it was extended to three pm due to the sheer mass of items collected. Since the
event was widely publicized via radio, flyers and door to door notice, very little
prompting was required to obtain their corporation.
Young persons from Gutter were even inspired to take the opportunity to clean
out an empty lot which is usually used as a dump site.
The activity was done in collaboration with the Dominica Solid Waste and
Management Corporation which ensured that the white goods were picked up and
disposed of at the appropriate landfill.
Refreshments were served to all who assisted in one way or another to make
the day the success that it was.
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CLEAN UP OF RAVINE
Unlike the participation in the previous activity this one pales in comparison. On
October the 17th, villagers were asked to come out and clean the unsightly ravine
between the hours of 9am and 1pm. Despite the fact that refreshments were available
as well as gloves, t-shirts and a few boots, along with the activities geared at
sensitizing them to the importance of keeping our water ways clean, only a meager 25
persons turned out for the event. The same publicity tactics were used as in previous
events (radio announcements, flyers distributed and placed in strategic locations and
door to door notification). Notwithstanding, we forged ahead with the persons present
and was successful in getting the targeted areas cleaned. An 18 cubic yard bin was
filled with the refuse collected. This continued however beyond the time scheduled
due to the small numbers present.
None participants though they deemed the cleanup a noble idea, were reticent
to get involved for several reasons, namely that they did not live near the ravine, that
they had a health concern based on the type of refuse thrown in the ravine and a
pessimistic view about the lasting effect of the cleaning campaign.
Were its success to be judged solely from the number of persons who
participated, it would be deemed a failure, but the fact that 20 persons showed up,
demonstrates a willingness to change bad habits and a commitment to keeping their
surroundings clean.
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C/ CONCLUSION
From inception the response from the community and other partnering companies has
been overwhelmingly positive. Persons acknowledged the need for such a campaign
and pledged their support from the start. As with any project there were off course
skeptics and those who are jaded by the issue at hand. But overall I am quite pleased
with the manner in which the activities took place as well as the support received.
Although the turnout to some of the activities was poor, the commitment
demonstrated by those who participated is heartening. For if this campaign has caused
one person to alter their attitude and garbage disposal practices then it has been
successful. As we all know attitudes do not change in a day. It takes a willingness to
change and a life time of practice to get it right.
Neighbouring communities have been impressed by what has been done thus
far and have requested that the same be done in their own communities. So this
initiative has been well received and had planted seeds which will bear fruit in the
future.
It was also noted that the campaign united villagers who were still divided
politically following the general elections of May 2005. They put aside their
differences and placed the community in the forefront.

It has become an excellent stepping stone for future projects.

Most residents have voiced the desire to host such an event annually, as it is
feared that persons may revert back to their old habits. Funding is being sourced from
DYEO and other local agencies to this end. Thus far the heavy garbage day may be
the most expensive undertaking. Meetings have been scheduled with the Dominica
Solid Waste Management Corporation to review cost.
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D/ FINANCIAL REPORT

Sensitisation and Clean up Campaign in Gutter Village -2005
Financial report in Eastern Caribbean Dollar ($EC) and American Dollar (US$)

Expenditure
Flyers
Printing of flyers
Distribution of flyers
Workshop
Refreshments for workshop
Stationary
Rental of chairs
Rental of hall
Heavy Garbage Day
Transportation fee
Refreshments
PowerPoint Presentation
Refreshments for presenter & invited
guests
Clean up Campaign
Gloves
Garbage bags
Refreshments
Transportation for garbage disposal
Publicity & Media Coverage
Times Newspaper ad ¼ page
DBS Radio
Kairi FM
Videographer’s fees
Photography
Postage of report

$EC

$US

Document ID

245.10
100.00

91.79
37.45

A1
A2

1014.60
225.94
133.50
00.00

380.00
84.62
50.00
00.00

A3
A4
A5
A6

400.00
50.00

149.81
18.73

A7
A8

45.25

16.95

A9

133.50
375.00
760.00
200.00

50.00
140.45
284.64
74.91

A10
A11
A12
A13

150.00
475.00
300.00

56.18
177.90
112.36

A14
A15
A16

790.00
500.00
116.21

295.88
187.26
43.52

A17
A18
A19

6014.10

2252.45

TOTAL
Rate: 1$US = 2.67EC$
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F/ PHOTOS

Exit point of ravine on sea shore
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Rubbish on sea shore
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Section of ravine before cleanup

Section of Ravine before cleanup
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Group work during Day 1 of workshop

Group presentation
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Drama presentation on littering on the “block”

Participants with certificates
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Audience at PowerPoint presentation

Audience at PowerPoint presentation
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G/ Media Coverage

Dominica Youth Environment Organisation Inc.

PRESS RELEASE
HEAVY GARBAGE DAY
The Dominica Youth Environment Organisation Inc (DYEO Inc.) in partnership with
the Gutter Improvement Committee and the Dominica Solid Waste Management
Corporation has embarked on a Sensitisation and Clean up Campaign in the
Community of Gutter. This project funded by UNESCO runs from the 25th of August
to the 16th of October. Thus far a workshop for kids and a PowerPoint presentation
have been completed. The next activity is scheduled for Saturday the 24th of
September – a heavy garbage day. Between the hours of 9am and 12pm persons of
that community are urged to place all their white goods along the roadside to be
picked up by the Solid Waste Management Corporation. This offers community
members the opportunity to get rid of all their white goods (old stoves, refrigerators,
mattresses, washing machines…) in a manner that befits the nature island of the
Caribbean. The goal of these activities is too impress upon the community the need to
play their part in keeping Gutter clean and by extension Dominica. The motto of the
campaign is “Don’t throw rubbish on a beautiful lady”. The Campaign will end with a
massive clean up on the 16th of October 2005.

For more information please contact Mrs Marvo D-Samuel at 448 4557 or 316 22 76
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Dominica Youth Environment Organisation Inc.

PRESS RELEASE
CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN
The sensitization and clean up campaign of the Gutter Community culminates this
Sunday with a massive clean up of the ravine and surroundings. The Dominica Youth
Environment Organisation Inc.(DYEO) in collaboration with the Gutter Improvement
Committee and the Dominica Solid Waste Management Corporation ends its three
month clean up and sensitization campaign. This project was made possible by
UNESCO. Thus far a two day workshop for kids, a PowerPoint presentation and a
Heavy Garbage Day have been successfully organised. On Sunday 16th October, from
about 9am residents are urged to turn out in large numbers to clean their surroundings
more specifically in and around the ravine. Sunday’s activity aims to get residents
directly involved with the cleanliness of their surroundings thereby encouraging them
to be discriminate about garbage disposal. The motto of the campaign being “Don’t
throw rubbish on a beautiful lady” is quite fitting as the analogy gives the activity a
more down to earth aspect.

For more information please contact Mrs Marvo Didier-Samuel at 448 4557 or 316
2276
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Radio Announcement for Powerpoint presentation
People of the Gutter community and environs, the sensitization and cleanup campaign
continues! This Wednesday 7th September from 7pm a presentation on large screen
will be made opposite Jessie’s Bar. Come and see what garbage does to our marine
life and environment by extension. Be equipped to make informed, come and play
your part.

A DYEO and UNESCO initiative

Radio Announcement for Heavy Garbage Day
Calling on members of the Gutter community! The sensitization and clean up
campaign continues. Its time to get rid of all the old junk in your yard; old fridge,
stove, mattress, you get the idea.
Saturday 24th September between 9am and 12pm put your heavy garbage on the main
street of Gutter community to be picked up.
Don’t throw rubbish on a beautiful lady! Keep Dominica clean.
A DYEO and UNECSO initiative

Radio Announcement for Clean up Campaign
Calling on all residents from the Gutter Community! The clean up and sensitization
campaign ends this Sunday 16th October with a massive clean up of the ravine and
surroundings.
Cleanup starts from 9am until.
Rally around the Gutter Improvement Committee, the Dominica Youth Environment
Organisation and the Dominica Solid waste Management to help keep Gutter clean.
Do not throw rubbish on a beautiful lady. Play your part this Sunday from 9am.
A DYEO and UNESCO initiative.

2

3

4
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H/ ANNEX
- Flyers
- Workshop program
- List of workshop participants
- Workshop participation certificate
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Sensitisation and Cleanup
Campaign in Gutter Village
SCHEDULE
ACTIVITY

Date / Time / Venue

Children’s workshop

25th and 26th August 2005
9 to 1pm
Gutter Community Centre
Description: workshop teaching 8-12 year
olds proper garbage disposal practices.

PowerPoint (Big Screen)
presentation

Heavy garbage day

Clean up campaign

- Refreshments will be served September 7th 2005
7pm
Opposite Jessie’s Bar, Gutter Village
Description: presentation showing the
negative effects of bad garbage disposal
September 24th 2005
Time to be determined
Description: a day to get rid of all
unwanted heavy rubbish (eg. Stoves,
mattresses, refrigerators etc)
October 16th 2005
From 9am onwards
Description: cleanup by community
members of venue most affected by
improper garbage disposal.
- Refreshments will be served -

For more information contact: Mrs Marvo Didier-Samuel at 448 8094 or 316 2276 or
Alvin Augusite (Busta) at 448 5611
GUTTER Development Committee

DYEO Inc.
Dominica Solid Waste Management
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Sensitisation and Cleanup
Campaign in Gutter Village
Workshop
* For whom: children aged 8 to 12
* When: Thursday 25th and Friday 26th
August from 9am to 1pm
* Where : Gutter Community
Centre
* Why: to learn proper garbage
disposal practices
* How: with film, fun activities
&
open discussions
Only forty (40) participants per day. So sign up
now with any member of the Gutter
Development Committee.
-It is completely free of charge- snacks will be servedGUTTER Development Committee

DYEO Inc.
Dominica Solid Waste Management
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SENSITISATION AND CLEAN UP
CAMPAIGN IN GUTTER VILLAGE

DYEO AND UNESCO PRESENT A

BIG
SCREEN
production
On effects of poor garbage disposal
practices.

This Wednesday, 7th September
At 7pm
Opposite Jessie’s Bar on the block
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ALL ARE INVITED TO
ATTEND!

DOMINICA SOLID WASTE MANGEMENT CORPORATION
GUTTER IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

CLEAN UP
CAMPAIGN
GUTTER COMMUNITY! LISTEN
UP!
Massive cleanup this SUNDAY
16TH OCTOBER OF THE RAVINE AND
SURROUNDINGS.
ALL ARE INVITED TO COME OUT AND
LEND A HAND
REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED
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CLEANUP STARTS FROM 9AM
LET’S KEEP GUTTER CLEAN
BEAUTIFUL !

AND

DOMINICA SOLID WASTE MANGEMENT CORPORATION
GUTTER IMPROVEMENT COMMITTEE

HEAVY GARBAGE
DAY
Would you like to get ride of that old stove,
mattress, galvanize….
Well now is the time to do so

On Saturday September 24th
Place your heavy garbage along the Gutter Community Main
road between the hours of

9am and 12pm
To be picked up.

Let’s keep our community clean and beautiful!
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SENSITISATION AND CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN IN
GUTTER VILLAGE
WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN

PROGRAM
Thursday 25TH August

9-9:10am

arrival of participants

9:15 – 9:20

welcome remarks
Alvin Auguiste – Chairman Gutter Improvement
Committee

9:20 – 9:50

appreciation for natural environment
Video clip presentation
Marvo Didier-Samuel – Project Co-ordinator

9:50- 10:15

group activity

10:15 – 10:45

Break

10:50 – 11:30

“proper garbage disposal”
presentation by Jeno Jacob
PRO Dominica Solid Waste Management

11:30 – 12: 15

group activities

12:15 – 1pm

presentations of group activities / questions
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SENSITISATION AND CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN IN
GUTTER VILLAGE
WORKSHOP FOR CHILDREN

PROGRAM
Friday 26TH August

9-9:10am

arrival of participants

9:15 – 9:20

review of previous day’s activity

9:20 – 9:50

where does my garbage end up
Video clip presentation
Marvo Didier-Samuel – Project Coordinator

9:50- 10:15

group activity “ play acting”

10:15 – 10:45

Break

10:50 – 11:30

“waste management cont.”
presentation by Jeno Jacob
PRO Dominica Solid Waste Management

Corporation
11:30 – 12: 00

climate change
Marvo Didier-Samuel – Project Coordinator

12:00 – 12:45pm

group quiz

12:45 – 1:15pm

certificate distribution
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SENSITIZATION AND CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN IN GUTTER VILLAGE
Thursday 25th August
2005
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38

ABEL
ALFRED
ALFRED
AUGUISTE
BARBEN
BEAUPIERRE
BELLEVUE
BELLOT
BERNARD
BERNARD
CARBON
CHRISTOPHER
EMANUEL
EMANUEL
FONTAINE
FRANCIS
GEORGE
GEORGE
GEORGE
HAMILTON
HODGE
JACOB
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JONES
LARZARRE
LeBRUIN
LECOINTE
LEWIS
MAURRAIN
McDONALD
MEADE
MITCHEL
PETERS
RAYMOND
RICHARDS
SAMUEL
STEPHENS

Allison
Aszia
Kianna
Romario
Norma
Karleen
Nick
Ilisha
Dale
Miriam
Jarvis
Jervonne
Niah
Emon
Shernice
Keisha
Marvelyn
Lindon
Nadia
Jamal
Kenneth
Melissa
Josiah
Shakeem
Kessler
Brandon
Khalila
Earl
Sherece
Ladisha
Derrickson
Bronnell
Joseph
Shantal
Bianca
Kisharm
Sadé
Alkar

39 STEPHENS

Cheddi

40 THOMAS

Ashley
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41 THOMAS
42 WALSH
43 WALSH
44 XAVIER
45 XAVIER
Adults (present)
46 ESPRIT
47 JACOBS
48 ROACH
49 DIDIER-SAMUEL

Denelle
Gerod
Arden
Joyce
Jonathan
Daren
Jeno
Celia
Marvo
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SENSITIZATION AND CLEAN UP CAMPAIGN IN GUTTER VILLAGE
Friday 26th August 2005
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

ABEL
ALAIN
ALFRED
ALFRED
ALFRED
AUGUISTE
AUGUISTE
BARBEN
BEAUPIERRE
BELLEVUE
BELLOT
BERNARD
BERNARD
CARBON
CHRISTOPHER
EMANUEL
EMANUEL
FONTAINE
FRANCIS
GEORGE
GEORGE
GEORGE
HAMILTON
HODGE
JACOB
JOHNSON
JOHNSON
JONES
JOSEPH
LARZARRE
LeBRUIN
LECOINTE
LEWIS
MAURRAIN
McDONALD
MEADE
MITCHEL

Allison
Tricelia
Aszia
Kianna
Hakim
Romario
Zerkell
Norma
Karleen
Nick
Ilisha
Dale
Miriam
Jarvis
Jervonne
Niah
Emon
Shernice
Keisha
Marvelyn
Lindon
Nadia
Jamal
Kenneth
Melissa
Josiah
Shakeem
Kessler
Kyan
Brandon
Khalila
Earl
Sherece
Ladisha
Derrickson
Bronnell
Joseph

38
39
40
41

PETERS
PHILLIP
RAYMOND
RICHARDS

Shantal
Micheal
Bianca
Kisharm
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42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

SAMUEL
STEPHENS
STEPHENS
THOMAS
THOMAS
WALSH
WALSH
XAVIER
XAVIER

Adults (present)
51 ESPRIT
52 AUGUISTE
53 ROACH
54 DIDIER-SAMUEL

Sadé
Alkar
Cheddi
Ashley
Denelle
Gerod
Arden
Joyce
Jonathan

Daren
Alvin
Celia
Marvo
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